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Dynamic Construction

Don’t create new problems!
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Behold…   a bar is born!
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Conclusions
(model performance)

Model correctly predicted substantial aggradation  
near the injection point.

Model correctly predicted deposition on the target 
bar, but under-predicted its magnitude.

Model under-predicted scour and completely failed 
to identify one of the scour zones. 

Model tends to spread sediment evenly over bed, 
resulting in unrealistically smooth bed topography.



Conclusions
(geomorphic response)

Dynamic bar construction was successful: 
Height of the target bar increased by about 2 feet.

Bed relief throughout response reach increased by 25-30%.

A new alternate bar sequence was created.

But some outcomes were surprising:
Adjustment was dominated by scour through much of the 
response reach.

Bed material storage in the response reach decreased.

Gravel transport rates in the response reach were low.



Default assumption: 
Injection propagates downstream.

This isn’t what happened…



Injection imposes a perturbation that propagates downstream?



Questions?
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